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Mission

Protect and interpret our valuable natural and cultural resources; 
balance demand for recreation with the need for conservation; 

offer various enjoyable recreational activities that encourage healthy 
lifestyles; and provide clean, safe, and accessible places.
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From The Desk of

Carolina Giraldo
While 2020 was an extremely challenging year, 2021 proved in many ways to be equally as challenging.
The pandemic continued and with it, many uncertainties. At Meadowside Nature Center, we continued
to be closed to the public due to major ongoing renovations. While staff continued to provide excellent
care and welfare to all of our animal ambassadors, the reduction in programming gave us time to focus
on an internal mission; Connecting to Your Community ... in Nature. For Meadowside, this
meant focusing our efforts on providing opportunities to the public to connect with each other
within the “backdrop” of nature as well as helping bridge the gap between people and their larger
community of the surrounding plants and animals.
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Photo Top: Carolina teaches animal training and enrichment 
at a program in 2019. Bottom: Carolina translates a story into 
Spanish during Storytime with Otis the Owl from 2019. 

Those opportunities were plentiful! We created a
variety of digital educational content such as
podcasts featuring wildlife experts in the community
as well as Soaring Stories, a web-based look at some
of the training and care that the naturalists
provided to our raptor ambassadors. New and
exciting programs were offered that provided a
chance to learn more about our animals, explore our
trails, and encouraged the public to share their own
stories with bilingual programs like Caminos y
Cuentos.

As the year ended, some of the renovations planned
for Meadowside have been completed, including a
new layout to our building, fresh carpet and paint,
and much more. We can’t wait to share these
changes with you in 2022 when we open our doors
to you and provide more opportunities to help
connect to your community in nature.

As always, when we look to the future, we also reflect
on the past. It is with that thought in mind that
Meadowside staff dedicates this
2021 Accomplishment Report to Precious, the turkey
vulture, who passed away in early 2021. Her
dedicated care team would describe her as
captivating, a gentle soul, and incredibly curious.
Precious had all the best qualities of a vulture, and
there will never be another one quite like her. We will
miss her dearly! Thank you so much for being a
supportive community during her life at
Meadowside.

Sincerely,

Carolina Giraldo



We Help Montgomery County 

THRIVE

Montgomery County is nationally recognized for its
award-winning parks and innovative programs, run by
Montgomery Parks, part of Maryland-National Capital
Park and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC).
Montgomery Parks manages 37,000 acres of parkland
featuring 424 parks sprinkled throughout the county.
M-NCPPC has long been a leader in adopting
forward-thinking policies for the preservation of
land and environmental stewardship. Like other
aspects of planning, however, the success of the
county’s approach to parks, recreation, and open
space must continue to evolve to meet changing
needs.

During a virtual meeting held February 2021, board
members discussed the General Plan’s chapter (Plan),
“Parks and recreation for an increasingly urban and
diverse community: active and social.” This revised
chapter, known as THRIVE Montgomery 2050, is
about adapting the county’s park and programs to
serve a more diverse, urban community in ways that
encourage social interaction and vigorous physical
activity while continuing to help achieve the county’s
environmental goals.

In this same year, Meadowside Nature Center
underwent a transformation both inside the nature
center and in the nearby outdoor play space. The new
renovations increased accessibility and created new
spaces to promote social interactions. Leveraging the
renovations, Meadowside Nature Center staff
developed new educational programs to increase
physical activity, environmental stewardship, and
most importantly, reach a broader audience.
Updates to the nature center were a welcome change
as it has remained in its original state since 1972.

The renovations were carried out over most of the
year, and the new amenities will appeal to visitors with
different interests and abilities. The quality and
accessibility of urban parks, such as Meadowside,
is a basic component of equity in the delivery of
public services. We look forward to opening our
doors in 2022 and we hope to see you at Meadowside
Nature Center.
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Photos: Meadowside’s Exhibit Specialist, Susan Cook, provided 
digital mockups for the new inside exhibits. 
Credit: Susan Cook

https://montgomeryplanning.org/planning/master-plan-list/general-plans/thrive-montgomery-2050/


Our 2021 Year in Review

All Educational Programs

We are excited to introduce our 2021
Accomplishment Report for Meadowside Nature
Center highlighting our changes and success over
the last year!

Jumping right in, our biggest change for the
year was kicking off the renovation process of the
nature center, both inside and out. Meadowside
Nature Center is the second oldest center for
Montgomery Parks and had remained relatively
unchanged since its establishment in 1972. While we
will miss features of its original state, we are excited
to introduce a more modern, accessible, and
interactive visitor experience.

Meadowside staff contributed to many aspects of the
renovation, focused on revamping our current
programs, and conceptualized new programs. This
year, we offered a select number of educational
programs, increased our focus toward the healthy
enrichment and care of our animals, and created new
online, educational content. Even with the ongoing
renovation and continued impacts from COVID-19,
we conducted 176 programs and enrolled 720
participants! Our enrollment for 2021 almost
matched our 2020 enrollment. We also spent 698
contact hours (#of participants multiplied by the
length of the program) with the community,
strengthening their connection to nature.
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Photos: Covers of the Montgomery County Program Guides 
for the year 2021.

Plan Your Next Visit to Meadowside. The newly renovated 
Nature Center and Nature Play Space will reopen in 2022. As 
you plan your next visit, we hope that you discover more than 
one way to “come to your senses”. Take a walk on more than 
eight miles of trails, visit an educational ambassador, or host a 
picnic under our pavilion. We look forward to seeing you soon.



Spanish and Bilingual Programs

“Everyone has a story. You and me...” is a sentence from the program description, Caminos y Cuentos
also known as Trails and Tales. It was our most popular program in this category and focused on the
stories of nature found along a guided trail walk experience and included options for participants to
share their own experiences with the group. Other Spanish programs included Historias en
Meadowside (Stories at Meadowside) which was offered multiple times throughout the season.
In all, 11 Spanish and/or bilingual programs were offered in 2021.

To continue to provide content for a diverse audience, our employees began creating Facebook
content written in Spanish and as of October 2021, all Facebook posts were offered in both English
and Spanish. Since the implementation of this effort to provide bilingual social media content, our
followers increased by 16 percent!
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Photos: Park Naturalist share information about our 
educational programs in Spanish. Credit: Marilyn Sklar.



Adult Programs
18 Years and Up

When we began planning our Adult Programs
(ages 18+) for the year, we aimed to meet
two goals:

1) Expand our program topics from the 
previous year

2) Match or increase our enrollment from the 
previous year

We are pleased to say that we not only met
these goals, we surpassed them!

We increased our offered programs by
76.5% and offered 31 programs (more than
doubling our programs from 2021) and enrolled
174 participants! In 2020, our program topics
center around crafts, hiking around Meadowside,
or virtual programs. In 2021, we expanded our
program topics to include a hike down the C & O
canal, mindful birding, gardening. We proudly
met our goal to increase program topics!

In addition, we also created a new adult
focused podcast series called Come To Your
Senses which was added to our website and
YouTube channel.

The goal for the podcast was to interview experts
from a variety of biological fields, starting with
companies around Washington D.C. and near
Meadowside Nature Center. Available now is a
recorded discussion about animal
rehabilitation conducted at the company City
Wildlife. Upcoming podcasts will include planting
native plants with natural resource experts from
Montgomery Parks, talking to a PhD
professor who studies ducks, and more!
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Photo Top: Park Naturalist Tiffany Jenkins, interviews Jim Monsma
from City Wildlife. Middle: Montgomery Parks Natural Resource 
Specialist Diana L presents during Nature Virtual. Bottom: Tiffany 
Jenkins interviews Lisbeth Fuisz, coordinator of Lights Out DC.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgpeMU3hSYs&list=PLMFKdt1L4SvSYmZzfUzafm7l5QrglinHI&index=28


Youth and Family Programs
All Ages

We had a lot of fun offering different Youth and
Family programs and it seemed our families enjoyed
attending them too. New for this year was the Teddy
Bear Picnic where participants packed their own
picnic and brought along stuffed animals for an
outdoor lunch and some fun. Participants created
their own paper picnic basket craft, walked through
the woods and met a Naturalist who spoke about
bears, and Smokey Bear even made an appearance!
This program had our highest enrollment at 49
people who attended various picnic sessions
throughout the day.

Other notable programs included our virtual All
About Animals and Tot Tunes. All About Animals
covered topics such as mammals, insects, and birds.
This virtual program led kids through a song, then
they played a short game, and the program
concluded with a craft. Tot Tunes was also very
popular and offered on multiple occasions. This
program enrolled 178 participants who spent the
program shaking their “sillies” during a sing-along.

In all, we offered 141 programs and enrolled 522
participants.
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Photo Top: Park Naturalist Jenny reads a story during a 
program. Middle: Participants go “fishing” in the woods during 
the Teddy Bear Picnic. Bottom: Park Naturalist Calvin shows a 
participant a skull replica of a bear. Credit: John Yanson.



Raptor Program Summary

As part of the renovation process of the nature center,
the not open to the public. We were able to squeeze in
a few raptor programs before the construction
began, but our main focus shifted on expanding our
training and enrichment efforts for each of the
five birds.

Our Naturalist staff conducted multiple raptor training
sessions daily with each raptor and together, they
accomplished many new skills that were valuable to
a raptor’s healthy lifestyle. Scarlet, the red-tailed hawk,
was taught to stand on a scale during her health and
wellness checkups. Summer (red-shouldered
hawk) learned to be tong fed on a
high perch, so her talons were closer for
examination. Calusa, a great horned owl, learned to
stand on a scale during health checkups and
also learned to fly from inside his mew* to his flight mew
during cleanings.

Orion, the bald eagle, received new enrichment for his
mew. Pictured to the right, his A frame hutch was
created by a scout group and provided an area for
Orion to bask under his heat lamp. Later in 2021, a
raised platform was installed.

While we were enjoying this extra time spent with the
birds, we knew that the public missed seeing them from
the deck. To keep the community connected with each
raptor, we created several short videos called Soaring
Stories, which highlighted the training skills mentioned
above. Since October, four videos were published on
the Meadowside Raptor website, YouTube,
and Facebook generating 346 views.
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Photo Top: Orion (bald eagle) stands on his new platform. 
Bottom: Jenny works with Calusa (great horned owl) to 
work on scale training.

*A mew is a housing specifically designed for a bird of 
prey (raptor). Our freeloft mew is open on the inside 
allowing the bird to move about freely and have access 
to a variety of purchases, tables, logs, etc. The word 
"mews" came from the French wore muer, meaning "to 
change". Traditionally, falconry birds were put in the 
mews while they were moulting, or shedding feathers. 



As many know, Meadowside Nature Center is home to permanently injured, non-releasable birds of prey.
Precious, a turkey vulture, had been at Meadowside since 1991 and dedicated over 30 years of her life as
an Educational Ambassador of her species. During that time, she had been involved in more than 800
raptor education programs and interacted with more than 3,000 visitors. People began to know her on a
first name basis and she was well loved within the community.

Unfortunately, this year we shared with the public that Precious was humanely euthanized on March 1,
2021. The difficult decision was reached after considering her struggle with a number of age-related
conditions including arteriosclerosis, pulmonary hypertension, and deterioration from her original injury.

This information was posted on our website, announced on Facebook, and a Naturalist created a
StoryMap scrapbook of her life which can also be found on our website. In the StoryMap, her former
trainers from over the years shared their favorite memories of working with Precious, such as the time she
laid unfertilized eggs, the first time she went on a walk outside of her mew, and how she learned to stand
on a scale during health checkups. Her story has been viewed 1,945 times.

We’d like to dedicate this Accomplishment Report to Precious, one of Meadowside’s beloved educators.
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Photos: Precious, the turkey vulture, during several training 
sessions.

Raptor Program

A Precious Story

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/e1e87c05a3274e41b0ddb28bee3c83ca


We’ve had a wonderful year working with
our 12 volunteers around Meadowside, who
donated a total of 200 hours of their time.
We could go on and on about their
accomplishments, but we’d rather share the
news directly from them. This year, we asked
our long-term volunteer, Mark Olson, to share
his perspective on being a Meadowside Trail
Steward.

“Three years ago, a member of our community
approached the Director of Volunteers,
Carolina Giraldo to inquire if Meadowside
Nature Center would be interested in having a
Trail Steward volunteer in the park. I was that
volunteer and when I described the role I
envisioned, that of providing true stewardship
and support for the most precious asset in the
park, the trails, Carolina was on board. Three
years and many fallen trees removed, an
occasional tire pulled from the creek, countless
visitor engagements, trail maps distributed, and
miscellaneous trash removed, it has truly been
rewarding being a Trail Steward!
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Photos: Trail Steward, Mark Olson, shared some 
of his favorite memories that he captured from 
the trail. Credit: Mark Olson.

And then there were two… and three… we now have an active and
engaged team of Trail Stewards who treasure their time in the park,
hiking all the trails, and providing genuine stewardship of the Park’s
most valuable natural resource, our trails.”

In 2021, Park Naturalist Lucila Fernandez joined Meadowside’s staff to serve as our new Volunteer
Coordinator. Lucila comes to Meadowside with seven years of experience in developing and managing
volunteer programs for community activism, nature interpretation, and community science projects. She
looks forward to growing and strengthening volunteer programs that support and amplify Meadowside’s
impact while enriching the lives of the many talented and passionate individuals who volunteer with us.

Volunteers Overview

Montgomery Parks, including Meadowside, deeply values our volunteers! Volunteers like Mark, who serve
as a pair of eyes on our trails, allow us to provide a welcoming, safe recreational experience for the public
and protect the park’s resources. On a regular basis, volunteers catch issues that—without maintenance—can
damage park flora and fauna, waterways, and substrate. As Mark mentioned, volunteers are also the front
line to keeping the parks clean and safe. Because of our volunteers, guests can enjoy a relaxing and visually
stimulating experience by being immersed in healthy ecosystems.



We expanded our volunteer opportunities to
include the newly created Raptor Enrichment
program where participants learned behind
the scenes information about the work that
goes into caring for ambassador birds. Several
virtual programs were offered online that
walked participants step by step on how to
create raptor enrichment activities at home
that were later given to the birds during a
feeding session. Naturalist staff took photos of
birds with the enrichment objects and sent it
to our volunteer creators. Volunteers were also
invited for private viewing sessions of the
birds as they dropped off enrichment items.

The volunteer program was and continues to
be a great way to learn about the needs of
wild raptors while caring for and making
personal connections with the birds at MNC.
This has been a win for families with children
that want to participate in the care of our birds,
as well as young people interested in a future
working with wildlife.

Currently we have three official enrichment
volunteers, who work with their family
assistants at home to create the enrichment
objects!
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Photo Top: Orion, the bald eagle, examines his new 
enrichment. Bottom: Tiffany Jenkins demonstrates how to 
create enrichment via a video for volunteers.

Volunteers

Raptor Enrichment



The Raptor Breeding Monitor volunteer position is a new program that was created this year! The
program was opened as a way for volunteers and naturalist staff to work together to protect the
natural resources of Rock Creek Regional Park, specifically the breeding grounds of local raptor
species.

Naturalist staff collaborated with the Montgomery Parks Natural Resources Division in the
development of this volunteer effort. The collected data will support the Natural Resource’s Division
projects. Monitors were asked to attend an hour-long virtual training on how to identify local raptors
and their breeding behaviors while they hike. Volunteers committed to hike trails around Meadowside
Nature Center and submit their observational data via a Microsoft Teams form.

In its inception, this effort was capped at five volunteers, with three that signed up for monitoring. In
2022, the Naturalist staff are hoping to expand
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Photo Top Left: A volunteer looks through binoculars. Top 
Right: A red-shouldered hawk. Bottom Right: Two volunteers 
are learning to identify birds during a program. 
Credit: Marilyn Stone.

Volunteers

Raptor Breeding Monitor

this program in the future with a larger group
of monitors and more data collected. This
program keeps our Naturalists well informed
about the lives of wild raptors, better educating
visitors to the center about the essential habitat
found in Rock Creek Regional Park and supports
Montgomery Parks Natural Resources Division
various projects.



Due to the construction both inside and outside the nature
center, many of our programs were offered online instead
of around Nature Center. We worked harder than ever to
create new programs and convert our old favorites to an
online format. When we looked at the data, our hard work
was easy to see.

We offered 36 programs in all and enrolled 250 people,
an increase of 227% from last year!

Our highest attended programs were a mix of both adult
programs (ages 18+) and youth programs. Our adult
virtual series, Nature Virtual, was still going strong from
2020, and topics included The Story of Native Trees, For
the Love of Frogs, Nativescaping for Backyard Abundance,
Climate Change in Montgomery County, Nature’s Health
Benefits and more. We offered 13 adult programs and
enrolled 146 people. We received feedback that
participants were pleased with the variety of program
topics, especially the ones that directly applied to their
day-to-day routines such as walking outdoors or
gardening.

We offered a variety of youth programs and it was easy to
tell which programs people were most excited
about...even if there was a “gross” factor. The Stinky Clues
About Poo maxed out participation and attendees learned
how to investigate scat found in the area and how to make
their own oatmeal scat while watching a Naturalist on the
computer. Other virtual programs offered how to make
natural food ornaments for birds, and the popular All
About Animals, the highest attended youth program with
89 participants in all, taught students about birds,
mammals, reptiles, and insects. They learned to sing a
song, play a game and end the program with a craft.
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Photo Top: A participant creates animal scat with oatmeal 
during the Stinky Clues About Poo program Bottom: Park 
Naturalist, Jenny Gleason, show participants a snake during 
the All About Animals – Reptiles program.

Virtual Programs



Do you remember Brood X?

For many people, this was their first cicada experience,
and they weren’t sure what to expect. A local community
center group reached out to Meadowside and asked if
there was a program to help introduce some budding
naturalists to the noisy world of cicadas. As a result, our
team created a custom program and 16 participants
learned more about the strange life cycle and history of
the seventeen-year cicada, what to expect when they
arrived (think of them as large house flies), and what
would happen to the wildlife who encounter them.

Meadowside Nature Center offers the opportunity to
schedule unique programs for groups by request and
depending on availability.

Do you have a merit badge that you are working on?

Are you a teacher looking to supplement a school topic with
a field trip?

Feel free to contact the Nature Center to learn more about
how we can offer a custom program and support your
needs.
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Photo Top: A staff family member holds a cicada for the first 
time. Left: Cicadas mating during Brood X. Left: A cicada 
emerges from its nymph stage as it morphs into an adult.

Special Groups
Schools, Scouts, Birthday Parties, and more!



We have a lot to be excited about with our digital
content and social media this year. As we dug through
the data for our social media channels (Facebook and
YouTube), we discovered a trend that our older videos
were well viewed! With this in mind, we decided to
expanded our video playlist and created 24 Facebook
videos and seven YouTube videos. Together the
videos have been viewed 2,536 times!

Since our Raptor Deck was closed to the public for most
of the year, we made sure we could keep the birds in
touch with the community and created a monthly
video series called Soaring Stories. Videos focused
on something new happening with one of our bird
educational ambassadors. For example, our top
viewed Soaring Story was of Scarlet as she learned to
stand on a scale during her health checkups.

We also adapted the Nature Virtual learning series
into a podcast called Come to Your Senses. Our
Naturalist scheduled interviews with local wildlife
experts to ask them how the world can “come to their
senses” on different topics such as wildlife rehabilitation,
duck observation, and why shutting off our lights helps
bird migration. This series will have new podcasts
available on YouTube during Spring 2022. We are happy
to say that the podcast has been viewed 31 times just
from our website!

We added two new, bilingual videos to our website
and YouTube that covered topics such as Papel Picado
(punched paper) crafts and a video that demonstrated
how someone can “speak like a barred owl” by
mimicking the call of a barred owl with their hands. They
have been viewed 32 times from the website.
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Photos: Cover image for three different videos created 
for the Meadowside YouTube channel. 

Digital Outreach
Videos: Facebook, YouTube, and Website

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QycLAGBUViM&list=PLMFKdt1L4SvSYmZzfUzafm7l5QrglinHI&index=24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgpeMU3hSYs&list=PLMFKdt1L4SvSYmZzfUzafm7l5QrglinHI&index=27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxIj__E7eT0&list=PLMFKdt1L4SvSYmZzfUzafm7l5QrglinHI&index=29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3ptYwxYWt8&list=PLMFKdt1L4SvSYmZzfUzafm7l5QrglinHI&index=31


The world seems to stay most connected through social 
media and we made sure to stay connected to our 
community through our Facebook account. We continued 
to provide content about our available programs, general 
wildlife around Meadowside, and updates about the 
nature center animals. We increased our fan base by 2% 
reaching just over 2,536 followers. In 2021, we posted to 
Facebook 129 times, increasing our posts from last year 
by 59%. 

At the completion of this report, we are the only 
Montgomery Parks Nature Center to post content in both 
Spanish and English. In 2020, we posted about our 
Spanish programs in the Spanish language, but we took it 
one step farther for 2021. Starting in October, we began 
posting all of our Facebook content in both Spanish and 
English, and as a result, we increased our Spanish 
language followers by 16%.  

We also learned more about our followers in terms of 
popular content. Our top post was about announcing the 
tragic news of Precious the turkey vulture, which 
received 52 reactions, 13 comments, and five shares. Our 
most popular video was the opening of preorders for the 
Pawpaws and Pollinators Plant Sale reaching 1,069 
people and receiving 241 views! 

Even as the Nature Center slowly starts to shift towards a 
more in-person experience, we will continue to connect 
with the community through social media. Please follow 
us on Facebook to keep current on our available 
programs, learn more about our Educational 
Ambassadors, and work on your art skills with a craft. 
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Photos Top: Our logo for the Pawpaw and Pollinator Festival . 
Middle: Park visitor is interviewed about her pawpaw and was 
our highest viewed video on Facebook. Bottom: Our top post 
announced the tragic news about Precious the turkey vulture. 

Digital Outreach
Social Media: Facebook



Meet Our 
Animal Ambassadors

Meadowside Nature Center works with a variety of animals who are a pivotal part of our educational 
programming. These “animal ambassadors” offer a rare, up-close view and personal experience 
opportunity for program participants to see animals that can be found in nature around Meadowside. 
Our Animal Ambassadors (AA) can sometimes be found being presented by their handlers during 
programs and special events or simply being observed in their enclosures while our staff answers 
guests’ questions. Our AA’s include a variety of species such as unusual invertebrates, reptiles, and 
amphibians. Through these animals, our Naturalist can convey the importance of conservation and 
make a direct connection with humans. Bringing people closer to animals is just one way we can help 
others connect to their community in nature. 

An Animal Ambassador can be defined as an individual of a species - often an animal that lives 
permanently at a facility that is used to educate the public about the species. 

“Meet” our Animal Ambassadors below! 
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Pan – Eastern Rat Snake

Pan was born in the wild but slithered into someone’s 
kitchen when he was very young. The family decided to 
adopt him but quickly realized they couldn’t provide him 
the care he needed. He was donated to Meadowside in 
2017. Pan is often used during our reptile programs and 
enjoys moving through a ball pit during his enrichment. 

Citrus – Corn Snake

Citrus was born and raised in captivity as a pet. She was 
donated to Meadowside in 2015. We don’t know her 
exact age, but we estimate her to be around 14 years old. 
Citrus is often used during our reptile programs and 
enjoys climbing on pegs during her enrichment.



Meet Our 
Animal Ambassadors
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Tulip – Box turtle

Tulip was found in an empty tank in a parking lot. She and 
one other box turtle were taken to an animal 
rehabilitation center for care. After both turtles were 
deemed healthy, Tulip was given to Meadowside in 2015 
and the other box turtle went to another nature center in 
Montgomery County. We don’t know her exact age, but 
we estimate her to be around 14 years old and she is 
often used during our reptile programs and birthday 
parties. She enjoys being in the grass during a warm, 
sunny day. 

Monty – Painted Turtle

Monty was discovered crossing the road with only three 
legs in 2006. He was brought to Meadowside for 
evaluation where his missing leg had already healed and 
he was at a good weight. Turtles need to be put back 
exactly where they were found, and unfortunately no one 
knew about his original location. He has been at 
Meadowside since and enjoys chasing his red target to 
earn crickets for his enrichment. 

Delta – Mississippi Map Turtle

Delta has an interesting story. According to a former 
Meadowside Naturalist, she was found swimming in the 
pond of the Legacy of the Land indoor exhibit in 2006. 
She has been living at Meadowside in a proper tank and 
is often used during our reptile programs and is on 
display in the Curiosity of Corner of the nature center. 
Delta enjoys chasing her yellow target to earn a worm for 
her enrichment. 



Meet Our 
Animal Ambassadors
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Prince - American Toad 

Prince was originally an animal ambassador at Locust 
Grove Nature Center (LGNC) beginning in 2019. Prince 
suffered from short tongue syndrome in 2020 leading to 
difficulty catching prey and subsequent weight loss. 
Prince received treatment and is now eating quite well. 
Since LGNC had two other American toad ambassadors, 
Prince relocated to Meadowside this year. We hope to 
utilize Prince in our future amphibian programs and 
birthday parties. 

Lollihops – American Toad

Our new adult toad came to us from Second Chance 
Wildlife Center (SCWC). She was brought to SCWC with 
a dislocated wrist. Her injuries have now healed; 
however, the rehabber does did not think she could 
survive in the wild. Meadowside adopted her as an 
animal ambassador. Just like Prince, we hope to use 
Lollihops in our future amphibian programs and birthday 
parties. 



Meet Our 
Animal Ambassadors
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Hissing Cockroaches

Our Madagascar hissing cockroach colony has been at 
Meadowside since 2011 and we don’t have an exact 
record of how or why they came to us, but we love them. 
They are used during our insect programs and birthday 
parties and are a favorite with our younger audience. For 
their enrichment, they received different boxes and 
tubes inside their enclosure to hide about during the 
day.   

Walking Sticks

Our walking stick colony came to us from Brookside 
Nature Center in 2011 and since their numbers increase 
steadily on their own it makes it hard to determine each 
of their ages. These walking sticks are used during our 
insect programs and birthday parties and enjoy snacking 
on lettuce for their enrichment activity. 

Millipeds

Our two millipedes, Muncaster Mill and Watkins Mill, 
were acquired in 2019 to help educate the public about 
fascinating local invertebrates that live among the soil. 
They are often used during various educational 
programs and birthday parties and seem to enjoy 
crawling across a hand for enrichment. 
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Photos Top: The nature center renovation The Nature Play 
Space will be redesigned with accessibility in mind. Bottom: 
Our brand-new sidewalk leading from the nature center out 
towards the Play Space will increase accessibility.

We’d like to thank our dedicated community, that’s
YOU, for support over the last year. It’s been an ever-
evolving year compounded by the full renovations of the
nature center. Because of these changes and the
construction site, we weren’t able to offer as many
programs, but we worked hard to remain connected to
you through social media.

We look forward to reopening our doors in 2022, and to
welcome you to our newly renovated nature center! The
new interactive and immersive exhibits will take you on an
experience that uses all of your “senses” to explore. We
will also have an updated Nature Play Space that will be
more accessible and offer activities with a focus on art in
nature. Although this report highlights our
accomplishments for the past year, we’d like to close with
a few behind the scenes photos of what’s to come for our
nature center. See you soon!

-Meadowside Nature Center Staff

Thank You!
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